WHAT THEY ARE ALREADY SAYING ABOUT
YOU’VE BEEN TRUMPED TOO

The most important film of the year!
- Tara Bradu, The Irish Times

There could hardly be a more urgent or relevant film than this.
- Peter Bradshaw, The Guardian

This time, the “You” in the title is the United States.
- Ben Kenigsberg, The New York Times

If “You’ve Been Trumped” was a cautionary tale, “You’ve Been Trumped Too” is a ticking time bomb!
- David Ehrlich, IndieWire

Astute and damning documentary that charts Donald Trump's path of destruction
- Nikki Braughan, The List

A fascinating and blistering documentary..... every US voter should see this film before heading to the polls
- Maria Duarte, Morning Star

You've Been Trumped Too is equal parts heart-warming and soul destroying.
- Robert Welbourn, Screenjabber

A timely and necessary reminder of Trump’s practices.
- John Bleasdale, CineVue

Unlike TrumpLand, Baxter lands heavier blows, that in effect bring the story he’s been reporting on close to full circle. It’s a compelling documentary.
- Simon Brew, DofG

I shed tears during this documentary. 5 STARS!
- Carlie Newman – CLOSEUP Film

There’s a revealingly cruel anecdote at its center. Truth doesn’t matter, greed rules, and if you aren’t powerful enough to hit back at Trump, then the hell with you. The movie raises a valid question…how would Trump, if elected, treat the American people?
- Owen Gleiberman, Variety

An excoriating documentary looking at Donald Trump’s duplicity. The heroes are stamped-upon people – people like you and me. The bad guys are about to be the political establishment.
- The Daily Mirror, LONDON